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BREAKING GROUND 2017 WINNER ANNOUNCED 
 
 
REGIONAL artist Chris de Rosa is Country Arts SA’s 2017 Breaking Ground Visual Arts Professional 
Development award winner. The award was announced as part of the annual SALA Awards held on 
Friday 8 July at Keith Murdoch House, Adelaide.  
 
Based in Port Elliot, Chris’ work is influenced by the ocean and is predominantly print based including 
etching, digital, screen and relief painting, collage on paper, fabric and more recently 3-D foam and 
ceramic lace. 
 
De Rosa said this opportunity will act as a pivotal point in her career trajectory to gain confidence and 
new skills that will impact on her professional development.  
 
In 2013 Chris was chosen by Lisa Slade and Nici Cumpston to exhibit in Heartland at the Art Gallery of 
South Australia where she made an ambitious large-scale wall piece installation. In 2015 she exhibited at 
The Curators Department Right Here Now: A Powerful Regional Voice in Our Democracy, an initiative of 
Regional Arts Australia. 
 
Chief Executive Officer of Country Arts SA Steve Saffell said the Breaking Ground award would help Chris 
de Rosa advance her career.  
 
“Breaking Ground will offer Chris de Rosa the opportunity to be more ambitious in her practice. Being 
financially supported she will have the creative freedom to further develop her practice and to exhibit in 
a city gallery,” he said. 
 
In 2017 Country Arts SA will be expanding the Breaking Ground partnership by working with Light 
Square Gallery at Adelaide College of the Arts. The Adelaide Festival Centre will continue to be a partner 
in Breaking Ground with Visual Arts Coordinator Charissa Davies remaining as curatorial advisor. 
 
Launched in 2012, the Breaking Ground Visual Arts Professional Development award provides a regional 
South Australian visual artist with a unique opportunity to develop their skills and broaden their 
professional experience.  
 
The winner receives $10,000 to develop a body of work for a solo exhibition to be held in conjunction 
with the following year’s SALA Festival. The winner also receives an additional $5,000 mentorship 
opportunity. 
 
2016 Breaking Ground recipient Cindy Durant’s exhibition, Layers, is currently on at the Adelaide Festival 
Centre’s Artspace Gallery.  
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